
Chapter 19 

More to the Story, page 586: Permissible Dividends 

[By the Editors] 

[Note that this material also appears in Chapter 15.] 

A loooong time ago, people respected God and par value. The incorporators of a 

company picked a price – the only price – at which shares would be sold by the corporation.  

This was called “par value” and it was regarded as a way of assuring shareholders that everyone 

would be paying the same amount. If the incorporators had a goal of raising $1,000, they might 

set par value at $1.00 and sell 1,000 shares or might set par value at $10.00 and sell 100 shares. 

 Obviously, if shares were sold at less than par, it diluted or “watered down” the 

investments of those who paid par. Assume that two shares are sold, one to A for its par value 

of $10.00 and one to B for only $5.00. Suddenly, A’s share would be worth only $7.50 (one-

half of something worth $15.00). It therefore was made illegal to sell shares for less than par, 

and buying shares for less than par gave rise to “watered stock liability” – the obligation to pay 

par value or have one’s stock cancelled. (“Watered stock” is a generic term for stock issued for 

less than par value. It also is used to specifically refer to stock issued for property worth less 

than par, as opposed to “bonus stock” (stock issued for nothing) and “discount stock” (stock 

issued for cash less than par).) Essentially the same problem was feared if stock was sold for 

certain types of consideration considered suspect or subject to manipulation, so issuing stock 

for “ineligible consideration” such as promissory notes and future services also was prohibited.  

 Added to the traditional prohibitions of no sales at less than par and no sales for 

ineligible consideration was a rule prohibiting distributions to shareholders unless a 

corporation had earnings (known as “earned surplus”).  Distributions known as “dividends” 

were permitted to the extent of earned surplus, but there were to be no distributions out of 

“stated capital” (the number of shares outstanding multiplied times their par value). This was 

regarded as a way of assuring creditors that the shareholders would not withdraw the amounts 

they had contributed – although the rule could not prevent a corporation from losing 

shareholder contributions by reason of bad business decisions. Another rule designed for 

creditor protection was that no distribution could be made to shareholders unless the 

corporation still would be able to pay its debts as they came due. This latter test is known as 

the “equity insolvency test.” It actually has nothing to do with the equity portion of the 

corporate balance sheet and instead takes its name from the courts, sitting in equity, that 

developed it. Among other things, it prevented a company with earned surplus and upcoming 

debt obligations from distributing all of its liquid assets to shareholders. 

Something of a paradigm shift occurred when someone realized that even though 

statutes provided that corporations could not sell shares for less than par, it was perfectly legal 

to sell them for more than par. This meant that if the value of the corporation fluctuated over 

time, it could charge different prices for its shares. In addition, since franchise taxes generally 



were calculated based on a company’s stated capital (shares outstanding times par value), 

setting par low and selling at a higher price was a practical advantage. 

Selling shares for more than par also meant that corporations could have three types of 

equity instead of the traditional two (stated capital and earned surplus). The new type was 

known as “capital surplus” (now also known as “additional paid-in capital”). Statutes came to 

permit distributions to shareholders out of capital surplus if the equity insolvency test was 

satisfied and the articles of incorporation permitted such distributions or the shareholders voted 

to authorize them. These distributions were non-taxable (since they simply were a matter of 

returning a shareholder’s investment) and were not properly referred to as “dividends.” 

It quickly was recognized that par value retained little meaning, since it could be set at 

a fraction of a cent while sales price was much higher, and statutes came to permit the 

straightforward use of “no par” shares. They continued, however, to maintain the rule that 

distributions could be made (subject to the equity insolvency test) only out of “surplus” (either 

earned surplus or capital surplus) – which meant that if par value was used, stated capital could 

not be impaired by distributions. Some important commercial states, including New York and 

Delaware, continue to observe this functionally meaningless limitation. The limitation has 

become even less meaningful for two reasons. One is that the states that observe it usually have 

one or more arcane methods for transferring amounts out of stated capital and into capital 

surplus. They also may, as in the case of Delaware, permit distributions out of “reevaluation 

surplus” created by recognizing for this purpose appreciation in the value of assets (fairly 

revalued across the board). 

Some sense of the complexity of these schemes can be gathered by examining the 

following provisions of the Delaware Corporate Code: 

8 Del.C. § 170 

(a) The directors of every corporation, subject to any restrictions contained in its certificate of 

incorporation, may declare and pay dividends upon the shares of its capital stock either: 

(1) Out of its surplus, as defined in and computed in accordance with §§ 154 and 244 

of this title; or 

(2) In case there shall be no such surplus, out of its net profits for the fiscal year in 

which the dividend is declared and/or the preceding fiscal year. 

If the capital of the corporation, computed in accordance with §§ 154 and 244 of this title, shall 

have been diminished by depreciation in the value of its property, or by losses, or otherwise, to 

an amount less than the aggregate amount of the capital represented by the issued and 

outstanding stock of all classes having a preference upon the distribution of assets, the directors 

of such corporation shall not declare and pay out of such net profits any dividends upon any 

shares of any classes of its capital stock until the deficiency in the amount of capital represented 

by the issued and outstanding stock of all classes having a preference upon the distribution of 

assets shall have been repaired. Nothing in this subsection shall invalidate or otherwise affect 

a note, debenture or other obligation of the corporation paid by it as a dividend on shares of its 



stock, or any payment made thereon, if at the time such note, debenture or obligation was 

delivered by the corporation, the corporation had either surplus or net profits as provided in 

(a)(1) or (2) of this section from which the dividend could lawfully have been paid. 

(b) Subject to any restrictions contained in its certificate of incorporation, the directors of any 

corporation engaged in the exploitation of wasting assets (including but not limited to a 

corporation engaged in the exploitation of natural resources or other wasting assets, including 

patents, or engaged primarily in the liquidation of specific assets) may determine the net profits 

derived from the exploitation of such wasting assets or the net proceeds derived from such 

liquidation without taking into consideration the depletion of such assets resulting from lapse 

of time, consumption, liquidation or exploitation of such assets. 

8 Del.C § 173 

No corporation shall pay dividends except in accordance with this chapter. Dividends may be 

paid in cash, in property, or in shares of the corporation's capital stock. If the dividend is to be 

paid in shares of the corporation's theretofore unissued capital stock the board of directors shall, 

by resolution, direct that there be designated as capital in respect of such shares an amount 

which is not less than the aggregate par value of par value shares being declared as a dividend 

and, in the case of shares without par value being declared as a dividend, such amount as shall 

be determined by the board of directors. No such designation as capital shall be necessary if 

shares are being distributed by a corporation pursuant to a split-up or division of its stock rather 

than as payment of a dividend declared payable in stock of the corporation. 

8 Del.C § 154 

Any corporation may, by resolution of its board of directors, determine that only a part of the 

consideration which shall be received by the corporation for any of the shares of its capital 

stock which it shall issue from time to time shall be capital; but, in case any of the shares issued 

shall be shares having a par value, the amount of the part of such consideration so determined 

to be capital shall be in excess of the aggregate par value of the shares issued for such 

consideration having a par value, unless all the shares issued shall be shares having a par value, 

in which case the amount of the part of such consideration so determined to be capital need be 

only equal to the aggregate par value of such shares. In each such case the board of directors 

shall specify in dollars the part of such consideration which shall be capital. If the board of 

directors shall not have determined (1) at the time of issue of any shares of the capital stock of 

the corporation issued for cash or (2) within 60 days after the issue of any shares of the capital 

stock of the corporation issued for consideration other than cash what part of the consideration 

for such shares shall be capital, the capital of the corporation in respect of such shares shall be 

an amount equal to the aggregate par value of such shares having a par value, plus the amount 

of the consideration for such shares without par value. The amount of the consideration so 

determined to be capital in respect of any shares without par value shall be the stated capital of 

such shares. The capital of the corporation may be increased from time to time by resolution of 

the board of directors directing that a portion of the net assets of the corporation in excess of 

the amount so determined to be capital be transferred to the capital account. The board of 

directors may direct that the portion of such net assets so transferred shall be treated as capital 

in respect of any shares of the corporation of any designated class or classes. The excess, if any, 

at any given time, of the net assets of the corporation over the amount so determined to be 



capital shall be surplus. Net assets means the amount by which total assets exceed total 

liabilities. Capital and surplus are not liabilities for this purpose. Notwithstanding anything in 

this section to the contrary, for purposes of this section and §§ 160 and 170 of this title, the 

capital of any nonstock corporation shall be deemed to be zero. 

8 Del.C. § 244 

(a) A corporation, by resolution of its board of directors, may reduce its capital in any of the 

following ways: 

(1) By reducing or eliminating the capital represented by shares of capital stock which 

have been retired; 

(2) By applying to an otherwise authorized purchase or redemption of outstanding 

shares of its capital stock some or all of the capital represented by the shares being purchased 

or redeemed, or any capital that has not been allocated to any particular class of its capital stock; 

(3) By applying to an otherwise authorized conversion or exchange of outstanding 

shares of its capital stock some or all of the capital represented by the shares being converted 

or exchanged, or some or all of any capital that has not been allocated to any particular class of 

its capital stock, or both, to the extent that such capital in the aggregate exceeds the total 

aggregate par value or the stated capital of any previously unissued shares issuable upon such 

conversion or exchange; or 

(4) By transferring to surplus (i) some or all of the capital not represented by any 

particular class of its capital stock; (ii) some or all of the capital represented by issued shares 

of its par value capital stock, which capital is in excess of the aggregate par value of such shares; 

or (iii) some of the capital represented by issued shares of its capital stock without par value. 

(b) Notwithstanding the other provisions of this section, no reduction of capital shall be made 

or effected unless the assets of the corporation remaining after such reduction shall be sufficient 

to pay any debts of the corporation for which payment has not been otherwise provided. No 

reduction of capital shall release any liability of any stockholder whose shares have not been 

fully paid. 

(c) Repealed. 

_____ 

Eventually, the drafters of the Model Business Corporations Act ceased to attach any 

legal meaning to par value. It is, however, something that incorporators can choose to 

designate. See MBCA §2.02(b)(2)(iv).  If they do, it has accounting significance, insofar as it 

is still conventional to record capital that is paid for shares as either stated capital (sometimes 

called “capital stock”) or additional paid-in capital. The existence of par value and stated capital 

has absolutely no effect on the corporation’s ability to make distributions to shareholders. 

Instead, the traditional equity insolvency test is supplemented by the “balance sheet test.” The 

balance sheet test requires that, after any distribution to shareholders, the company’s assets at 



least equal its liabilities. See MBCA § 6.40. The value of assets, however, is not limited to 

historic cost. 

It is worth noting here, as it is in the text, that distributions to shareholders must be 

declared by the directors, and it is up to the directors to determine that the relevant tests are 

satisfied. The directors are personally liable for the amount of distributions that exceed legal 

limits. See MBCA § 8.33. Although corporations generally can adopt provisions in their articles 

of incorporation exculpating directors from certain types of liability, such exculpation cannot 

extend to liability for illegal dividends. 

It also is worth noting that, although “watered stock liability” is said to no longer exist, 

shareholders do still have the obligation to pay the agreed upon consideration for shares. See 

MBCA § 6.22. If they do not, they can, in a suit brought by the corporation or its creditors be 

forced to do so or, in appropriate circumstances, have their shares cancelled. 

Set out below is MBCA § 6.40, which contains the limits on the permissible amount of 

distributions. 

MBCA § 6.40 DISTRIBUTIONS TO SHAREHOLDERS 

 (a) A board of directors may authorize and the corporation may make distributions to 

its shareholders subject to restriction by the articles of incorporation and the limitation 

in subsection (c). 

(b) If the board of directors does not fix the record date for determining shareholders 

entitled to a distribution (other than one involving a purchase, redemption, or other 

acquisition of the corporation's shares), it is the date the board of directors authorizes 

the distribution. 

(c) No distribution may be made if, after giving it effect: 

(1) the corporation would not be able to pay its debts as they become due in the usual 

course of business; or 

(2) the corporation's total assets would be less than the sum of its total liabilities plus 

(unless the articles of incorporation permit otherwise) the amount that would be needed, 

if the corporation were to be dissolved at the time of the distribution, to satisfy the 

preferential rights upon dissolution of shareholders whose preferential rights are 

superior to those receiving the distribution. 

(d) The board of directors may base a determination that a distribution is not prohibited 

under subsection (c) either on financial statements prepared on the basis of accounting 

practices and principles that are reasonable in the circumstances or on a fair valuation 

or other method that is reasonable in the circumstances. 

(e) Except as provided in subsection (g), the effect of a distribution under subsection 

(c) is measured: 



(1) in the case of distribution by purchase, redemption, or other acquisition of the 

corporation's shares, as of the earlier of (i) the date money or other property is 

transferred or debt incurred by the corporation or (ii) the date the shareholder ceases to 

be a shareholder with respect to the acquired shares; 

(2) in the case of any other distribution of indebtedness, as of the date the indebtedness 

is distributed; and 

(3) in all other cases, as of (i) the date the distribution is authorized if the payment 

occurs within 120 days after the date of authorization or (ii) the date the payment is 

made if it occurs more than 120 days after the date of authorization. 

(f) A corporation's indebtedness to a shareholder incurred by reason of a distribution 

made in accordance with this section is at parity with the corporation's indebtedness to 

its general, unsecured creditors except to the extent subordinated by agreement. 

(g) Indebtedness of a corporation, including indebtedness issued as a distribution, is not 

considered a liability for purposes of determination under subsection (c) if its terms 

provide that payment of principal and interest are made only if and to the extent that 

payment of a distribution to shareholders could then be made under this section. If the 

indebtedness is issued as a distribution, each payment of principal or interest is treated 

as a distribution, the effect of which is measured on the date the payment is actually 

made. 

(h) This section shall not apply to distributions in liquidation under chapter 14. 

 


